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1 Introduction
This document is the Software User's Guide for the APEX Firing System, Software version 1.0. Ensure
that you have read and understand all information in this guide before using the APEX Firing System
software. This firing software, combined with the APEX Firing System hardware, provides the flexibility
to fire pyrotechnic displays of any size and complexity.
Be sure to read this software guide in its entirety
prior to using the APEX Firing system software.

1.1 Software Features
The APEX Firing System software, combined with the APEX Firing System hardware, provides the
following features:







Automatic USB Connectivity (no COMM port assignments!)
Firing rate of 30 frames per second
Multi-Module Simultaneous Firing (one cue from up to 20 different modules fired
simultaneously)
Repeat cue firing
Script verification with error reporting useful for script correction
Field continuity-to-script comparison with easy to read icons, discrepancy summary, and quick
cue info lookup to make pre-show field checks simple and easy.

1.2 System Requirements







MS Windows XP
MS Windows Vista
Supported Operating
MS Windows 7
Systems
MS Windows 8
MS Windows 10
Any hardware that meets the minimum requirements
of the Operating System it is running is sufficient for
PC Hardware
running the APEX Firing System software.
requirements
 Available USB port for connection to APEX Firing
System USB CIM (Computer Interface Module)
APEX USB CIM (Computer Interface Module) and compatible modules/firing equipment.
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1.3 Updates In This Version
Feature Enhancements:

Enhancement

Description

Automated Show Firing

Added Simultaneous
Cue Firing From
Individual Module

Added the ability to fire multiple cues from the same module at the same time.
Limitations:
M32 - 8 cues simultaneous (single ematch per pin)
M144 - 8 cues simultaneous (single ematch per pin)
M156 - Legacy M156 modules are not able to fire simultaneous cues.
Verifications that these limitations are not exceeded when a script is loaded
was also added.

Continuity
Improved Speed of Pin
Continuity Results Grid
Display
Touch Panel
Added Touch Panel
Timer
Cancel Active
Sequence Button
Added to Touch Panel
Increased Number of
Available Sequences
Increased Maximum
Number of Events per
Sequence
Improved Touch Panel
Display Speed When
Switching Between
Modules
Touch Panel Module
Selection Is Retained
Sequence Button
Color Indication While
Firing
Tools
Effect Descriptions
Added to "Disable Cue
Selection List"
Current Play Time
Displayed During
Music Test

Software v3.07

The speed at which the software displays the Pin Continuity Results was
improved (for example, when switching between modules).
Timer was added to the Touch Panel Screen. Timer starts when the first cue is
fired. Stop and Reset button were also added.
A "Cancel Active Sequence" button was added to the touch panel. Button will
halt firing of all Sequences which are actively firing. Re-firing of sequences
which were cancelled will resume firing from the point the sequence was
cancelled.
The number of available sequences was increased to 99.
The number of events per sequence was increased from 100 to 300.

Improved Speed of "Cue Firing Panel" Grid Display to allow quicker switching
between modules during firing.
The selected Touch Panel Module now remains selected after navigating away
from the Touch Panel and then back.
Sequence buttons now change colors from green to blue and back to green
while firing as a visual indicator that sequence firing is in progress.
The Effect Descriptions are now listed in the "Disable Cue Selection List" on the
Tools page. Filtering of list based on Effect can be done either by:
1. Selecting Effect from the Drop Down List
2. Type a portion of the description in the Effect Description field.
The Test Music now includes an updating time display of the current music
position. This serves as a visual indication that the music is, in fact, playing...
so, you know, turn up the volume.
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Description

Sequence Builder
"Auto Add Delay" in
Sequence Builder
Add Entire Slat to
Sequence
Delay Value
Modification
Improved Speed of
Cue Grid Display
Added Keyboard
Shortcuts for Editing
Sequence Items
General
Maximize APEX Firing
Screen On Launch
Enhanced Multiple
Tooltips
Added Support for
WIndows 10

Added an "Auto Add Delay" feature to the Sequence Builder. When enabled,
the entered delay will automatically be added after each cue that is added to a
sequence.
In the Sequence Builder, added the ability to click the slat letter (M144/M156)
to add all pins from that slat to the sequence.
Added the ability in the Sequence Builder to modify the delay value in a delay
that has been added to a sequence. This is done directly on the delay object in
the "Selected Sequence Detail Pane"
The speed at which the software displays the Cue Grid in the Sequence Builder
Window was improved (for example, when switching between modules).
Within the "Selected Sequence Detail Pane", the following keyboard shortcuts
can now be used:
Item Selection Up/Down... Up/Down Key
Move Selected Sequence Item Up... Page Up Key
Move Selected Sequence Item Down... Page Down Key
Delete Selected Sequence Item... Delete Key
The APEX Firing Software now launches maximized to take full advantage of
screen space.
Numerous tooltips were added or improved. (Tooltips are the little messages
that display when you hover the mouse pointer over items on the screen).
APEX Firing Software has been tested and is now supported on Windows 10.

Bug Fixes:





Firing View: Fixed the coloring of disabled cues in the Cue Fire LIst.
Fixed functionality of splitter between Touch Panel "Module List" and "Cue Firing Panel" (resizing of the Module List now works)
Fixed Module Swap Tool so that Continuity Results, Discrepancy Summary and Pin Descriptions
reflect swapped module.
Fixed coloring of disabled cues during firing on the Cue Firing List.
Prior version of APEX Firing Software MUST be uninstalled prior to
installing the new version (Control Panel → Programs → Uninstall or
Add/Remove Programs → "APEX Firing System Software" → Uninstall)

To verify you have the latest version installed, select "About APEX Firing Software" on the Tools tab.
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2 Software Installation
Installation of the APEX Firing Software is a simple process.
Before starting, if a previous version of the APEX Firing Software is
installed, uninstall it through Windows Control Panel ("Program
and Features" or "Add or Remove Programs", depending on
Windows Operating System).
If the software install file is a single compressed zip file,
extract/unzip it prior to installation. The install package should
contain files as shown in the image to the right.
Then, follow the steps below.
1. If you have previously installed a prior version of APEX Firing Software, the prior version must
first be uninstalled. In Windows Control Panel, find and select the APEX Firing System Software
in the list of installed programs, then click the "Uninstall" button at the top

2. Read the APEX Firing Software License Agreement:

Note: If a prior version of the APEX Firing Software was installed and used with a USB CIM, the
USB Driver is already installed and step 3 below can be skipped. If executed with the driver
installed, a message to either repair or remove the USB driver will be displayed. This confirms
that the USB Driver is installed. Either cancel at this message, or select Repair and continue.
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3. Within the USB Driver Install folder, run the QS Driver Installer.msi:

Complete the installation of the USB Driver by following the LINX QS Driver Package installation
wizard.

a. Click Next

Software v3.07

b. Check I Agree, then click Next
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c. Check Everyone, then click Next

d. Click Next

e. Click Next. If a prompt appears asking if you
want to allow the program to make changes to
your computer, select Yes.

f. Ensure the Installation Complete screen
indicates a successfull installation, then
click Close.

NOTE: USB Driver installation will complete once the USB CIM is connected for the first time.
APEX Software installation can continue without USB CIM Connection. Software will display a
message to indicate driver installation is not complete.
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4. Within the APEX Firing System folder, run the APEX Setup.exe.

If a "Publisher cannot be verified" security warning is displayed, click Install to proceed.
The software installation will complete, and will launch the APEX Firing System Software. A
shortcut to the APEX software will be created in Program Files, as well as on the desktop.

5. Connect the APEX CIM USB cable and power on the CIM. If APEX USB CIM has never been
connected to this computer, it may be necessary to close and re-launch the APEX Firing
Software to complete initialization of USB Driver. This is only necessary the first time the APEX
USB CIM is connected to the computer.
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3 APEX Software Overview
The main APEX Software screen is shown below. The tabs along the top allow navigation to the
various software screens. Each of these screens and the functionality of each is described in
detail in the sections of this document that follow.
The USB CIM Connection status indicator at the top of the main APEX window will display as
green "Connected" or red "Disconnected" to indicate connection status of the APEX USB CIM.
The APEX Software can be closed, maximized, and minimized through the standard windows
buttons at the top right.

USB CIM Connection
Status Indicator

APEX Software Screen
Navigation Tabs

Maximize

Minimize

Software v3.07

Close/exit
APEX
Software
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4 Automated Show Firing
Automated firing of a pyrotechnic display is accomplished through a Show File (.sho) script. The use of
Finale FireworksTM visual choreography software is highly recommended for pyromusical show scripting
and automated creation of APEX .sho file.
Section 4.1 and 4.2 below describe in detail the required format for the .sho file. If you
already have a .sho file, these sections can be skipped and referred to in the future as needed.

4.1 Required .sho Format
The script file extension is .sho, however, the contents are simple text with comma separated data
values. It can be viewed/edited in a text editor or spreadsheet program (opened as a .csv - comma
separated file).
In order for the APEX Firing Software to read, interpret, and fire an automated pyrotechnic display, the
.sho file must be correctly formatted. The screenshot and table below describe the components and
required formatting of a .sho file.
A. Comment
B. Music File
C. Area Definitions

D. Caliber Definitions

E. Module Definitions

F. Show Cues

Components must occur in the order shown above (with the exception of Comments
as described below), and with the formatting described in the table below.
Software v3.07
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Description

Required Component Format
Note the comma following each component
identifier ("REM," "music," "area," etc.)

A

Comment

Comments are completely ignored, and are
not required. You can use comments to make
notes or remarks for your own benefit.
Full path and file name for the music file that
will be played during firing of the show.

B

Music File

C

Area (group) Areas are defined to align with actual field
Definitions
positions in order to allow Show Cues to be
assigned to the appropriate Area.
Area Name

Area/Group Number

D

Caliber
Definitions

Calibers are defined to align with caliber of
products being fired in order to allow Show
Cues to be assigned the appropriate caliber.

E

Module
Definitions

Each APEX Firing System hardware Module
that will be used to fire the show must be
defined.
Module Number

Software v3.07

Module Type

 Must begin with REM,
 A comment can be added at any
point in the .sho file.
 Must begin with music,
 File path must be a valid windows file
path
 Music file must exist and be a ".wav"
file
 Must begin with area,
 Area Name can consist of letters and
numbers
 Area/Group Number must be a
number
 Each Area Name and Area Number
value must be unique
 There must be at least one area
defined
 Must begin with caliber,
 Caliber can consist of letters and
numbers.
 Each caliber value must be unique.
 Must be at least one caliber defined
 Must begin with module,
 Module Number must be a number
from 1 to 128 and must corresponds
to the APEX hardware module
number that will be used.
 Each module number must be unique
 Module Type must either be M156,
M144, or M32 and must correspond
to the type of APEX hardware module
being used.
 There must be at least one module
defined
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Description

Required Component Format
Note the comma following each component
identifier ("REM," "music," "area," etc.)

F

Show Cues

The Show Cues are the instructions to the
APEX Firing System of what to shoot and when
to shoot it. The number of Show Cues that
can be included in a .sho file is limited only by
the available APEX hardware modules
available (up to 128 modules). Two examples
of the Show Cue structure are shown below.

Pin
Area

Module

Slat

Fire Time

Effect

Fire Time

Effect

Caliber

Pin
Area

Module

Slat

Caliber
Note: the first example above is a Show Cue
for an M32 module. Since it does not use slat
to address cues, the "slat" field is left blank.
However the "slat" field must still be included
(separated by a comma before and after the
blank value).

Software v3.07

 Each of the following must have been
previously defined in the .sho file.
There is no other requirement on
their use on individual Show cues.
o Group
o Caliber
o Module
 Slat value must be:
o lower case
o "a" - "m" for Module Type M156
o "a" - "l" for Module Type M144
o blank for Module Type M32
 Pin value is:
o 1 - 12 for Module Type M156
o 1 - 12 for Module Type M144
o 1 - 32 for Module Type M32
 Fire Times must be of the format:
HH:MM:SS:Frame where:
o HH is two digit hour
o MM is two digit minute (00 - 59)
o SS is two digit second (00 - 59)
o Frame is two digit frame (00 - 29)
where each frame is 1/30th of
second long.
 The Sequence of fire times must be in
sequential order.
 Effect can consist of letters and
numbers, and allows for a short
notation of the effect being shot by
this show cue. It is recommended
that these be kept to less than 128
characters.
Note: Typically, each Module-Slat-Pin
address would be fired only once, and
so would be unique throughout the
entire firing sequence. However,
there are some circumstances where
repeat firing is desired. So cues are
not required to be unique, but the
system will display a warning upon
loading a .sho file with repeat cues.
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.sho files produced for the predecessor firing system contain a "Comm Port" definition
component. The APEX Firing System software is designed specifically for the APEX USB CIM,
which utilizes USB connections instead of serial port connections. A Comm Port definition can
be included in the .sho file, but will be ignored by the APEX Firing System Software.
All predecessor firing system modules are fully compatible with the APEX Firing System.

4.2 Fire Sequence Capabilities
The fire sequence is the sequence of Show Cues that are fired according to each Show Cue's defined Fire
Time. The following describes the fire sequence capabilities of the APEX Firing System.
 A cluster of Show Cues can be fired at the same Fire Time, so long as:
o all cues fired from an M144 are from the same slat letter
o only one cue can be fired from an M156
o there are no more than 20 Total Show Cues in a cluster.
 Firing times are only required to be separated by a single frame. This allows up to 30 fire events
(single Show Cues or multiple Show Cue clusters) to be fired per second.
Example cluster of Show Cues. Firing from Module 1, Module 2, and
Module 5 at the same Fire Time, 00:00:07:01

Example
firing a series
of cues from
multiple
modules,
separated by
a single
frame.

Example firing a single frame apart from multiple modules.
 Show Cues separated by a single frame can be fired from the same module.
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4.3 Loading, Editing, and Saving .sho File
The screenshots below provides instructions and functionality details for opening, editing, and saving
.sho files in the APEX Firing System software.

Opens a windows file
browser so that .sho file to
be loaded can be selected.

Indicates that no .sho
file is currently loaded.
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Saves any changes that
were made in the Editor
to the original .sho file.

Allows the currently loaded script
and any changes made in the Editor,
to be saved as a new .sho file.

Will clear the currently
loaded script from the
software. This has no effect
on the original .sho file.

Indicates that the show file passed all
required format verifications. If there
were errors, the script and associated
errors would be displayed instead.

Indicates the currently
loaded .sho file.

Script from the
loaded .sho file.
Line containing error. In this example, the
Area/Group Number(5) , Caliber (12), and
Module Number (7) used on this cue are not
defined at the start of the script.

Currently
selected line
Error list, including
error line number.

Run .sho required format
verifications and, if all
pass, apply changes to
the script loaded in the
software. This does not
affect original .sho file.

Abandon
changes and
close Editor.

Open Windows Explorer for
selection of .wav music file.
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4.4 Continuity
Continuity provides the ability to test for connected APEX hardware, view the results of continuity tests,
and compare continuity results to loaded .sho script to identify discrepancies.

4.4.1 Test Continuity
The APEX software provides three functions for testing the APEX hardware to identify modules and
cues that are connected.
Execute test to identify all
connected modules AND
perform continuity test on
all cues for all modules
which are found.

Execute test to identify
all connected modules
only. This will NOT test
continuity on each cue.

Execute continuity
test on all cues for
the selected
module only.

Note: If a .sho script has been loaded, the modules identified in the script will
initially be displayed as "Scripted Module Not Connected". You must perform
either "System Wide Continuity Test" or "Connected Module Test" to identify
connected modules before continuing to display results.
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4.4.2 View Continuity Test Results
The main components of the continuity results screen are shown in the screenshot below.
Module Display
Panel

Selected
Module

Continuity Result
Display Type selection

Discrepancy
Summary Button

Pin Continuity Results
for Selected Module

Continuity results can be displayed as "Continuity Results Only" or as "Continuity With Script
Comparison". Each of these options is described in the sections below.
4.4.2.1 Continuity Results Only
This display type will show only the results of APEX hardware test executions. That
is, connected modules and pin continuity. A.sho script is not required to be loaded
since there is no script comparison. Display will consist of:
 Connected modules (including module number and module type)

M32 Module Type
(Module #3 in this example)



M156 Module Type
(Module #5 in this example)

Continuity at each pin of each module (continuity found or not found)

Pin continuity found: YES
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M144 Module Type
(Module #4 in this example)

Pin continuity found: NO
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4.4.2.2 Continuity With Script Comparison
This display type will show results of APEX hardware test executions as compared to
the loaded .sho script. A.sho script is required to be loaded for this display type.
Display will consist of:
 Display connected modules along with comparison of expected module
numbers and module types according to the loaded .sho script.
*In addition to the module icons from 4.4.2.1 above, these will also be shown when
appropriate

Module type defined in
.sho script does not match
connected module type



Module defined in .sho
script is not connected.

Module which is connected
is not defined in the .sho
script.

Display continuity at each pin of each module, along with a comparison to
expected continuity at each pin according to the loaded .sho script.

*Instead of the pin continuity icons in 4.4.2.1 above, these will be shown

Consistent with
Script, pin
continuity: YES

Consistent with
Script, pin
continuity: NO

Not Consistent with
Script, pin
continuity: YES

Not Consistent with
Script, pin
continuity: NO

4.4.1 Additional Continuity Results Features
4.4.1.1 Script Comparison Discrepancy Summary
The "Discrepancy Summary" button will display a list of all discrepancies between actual
connected hardware/continuity and what is expected per the loaded .sho script.

Example Discrepancy Summary
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4.4.1.2 Adjustable Screen Size
While the APEX Software window size can be adjusted on any screen, it is particularly useful on
the Continuity screen. Adjusting the screen size will adjust the size of the pin continuity icons
relative to the Pin Continuity Results panel, making them easier to see and click.
Adjusting the screen size will also provide additional space for module icons to be displayed in
cases where a large number of modules are connected. The Module Panel size can also be
increased by clicking/dragging the divider between the Module Panel and the Pin Continuity
Results Panel. (Note: regardless of screen size, if there are more modules connected than can
be displayed, the module panel will become scrollable).

Example "Continuity Results With Script Comparison", and adjusted Module Panel Size

4.4.1.1 Selected Cue Information
While displaying results as "Continuity With Script Comparison", clicking on an individual Pin
Continuity result will display .sho script information for that individual cue.

Example "Selected Cue Information" window
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4.5 Fire Show - Automated Show Firing
Once the .sho script has been created, loaded, and optional continuity tests have been performed as
desired, the automated show can be fired. The screenshot below shows the main components of
the Fire Show screen. And the sections that follow describe the typical sequence that will be
performed on the "Fire Show" screen to fire the scripted pyrotechnic show.

System
Arming Panel

Fire Show
Button

Pause Show
Button

Cancel Firing
Button

Adjust Show Start
Time Panel

Cue Fire List
panel
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4.5.1 Adjust Show Start Time
The "Adjust Show Start Time" panel displays the time at which the show will be started. The default is
00:00:00 (the beginning of the script). Clicking the "Adjust Start Time" button will allow the start time
value to be adjusted, and will adjust the button to "Set Start Time". Once the start time is set to the
desired value, clicking the "Set Start Time" button will save the value. During adjustment, a "Cancel"
button will also be visible to allow canceling of the adjustment. Adjustment of the start time is optional.

Adjust Start Time

Note: While the show is firing, the "Show Start
Time" will become a "Current Fire Time" clock.
During firing, the "Skip Ahead 15 Seconds" and "Skip Ahead 60 Seconds" buttons can be used to advance
the show music and cue firing by 15 seconds and 60 seconds respectively. Cues that are scripted to fire
during the skipped time are not fired.

4.5.2 Arm System
Before firing the show, the APEX system must first be armed. Clicking the "Arm System" button will
initiate the arming sequence. The "ARM" key on the APEX USB CIM must be set to "ON" before the
system can be armed. A message will be displayed as a reminder to set the key to the correct position.
Once the system is armed, the "Disarm System" button is used in a similar way to disarm the system.
Prior to disarming, the APEX USB CIM "ARM" key must be set to "OFF".

4.5.3 Fire Show
To initiate the show firing, click the "Fire Show" button. This will open a final confirmation message.
Clicking "Yes" will then start the music and begin firing cues according to the .sho script firing sequence.
The Cue Fire List Panel displays a full scrollable list of cues ordered by fire time. During firing, the next
cue to be fired will be highlighted yellow. As cues are fired, they will be highlighted red briefly. The list
will auto-scroll to keep upcoming cues in view during firing.
While show firing is in progress, the "Pause Show" and "Cancel Show" buttons will be enabled. Clicking
"Pause Show" will pause the music and firing sequence, but will hold the current fire time. The "Resume
Firing" button will then be displayed to allow firing to continue from that fire time. Clicking the "Cancel
Show" button during firing will immediately pause the show as described above, and then display a
confirmation to allow show firing to be cancelled. Once cancelled, show firing cannot be resumed.
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5 Touch Panel - Manual Show Firing
The Touch Panel screen allows individual cues to be fired manually. A screenshot of the touch panel and
a description of the Touch Panel components and functionality is below.

System
Arming Panel

Timer

Sequence
Protection Option

Module
List

Sequence
List

Cancel Active
Sequences

Cue Firing
Panel

Before any cues can be fired from the Touch Panel, it must first be armed. The System Arming Panel
provides a button to Arm and Disarm the Touch Panel system. A status indicator in the panel also gives
the current armed status.
Once Armed, individual cues can be fired by first selecting the associated module from the Module List,
and then clicking on the cue to be fired in the Cue Firing Panel. Modules displayed are those that have
been identified as connected in the most recent continuity test and those which are used in one or more
sequences. The cue is fired immediately after being clicked in the Cue Firing Panel. Cue icons are
updated as fired to indicate the appropriate continuity status.
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The APEX firing system provides the ability to build and fire sequences of cues. This can be useful for
planned sequences of effects (mine chases, comet chases, etc.), for periods where the desired firing rate
is faster than can be achieved by clicking, or for periods of consistently paced firings. The "Cancel Active
Sequence" button will halt firing of all Sequences which are actively firing. Re-firing of sequences which
were cancelled will resume firing from the point the sequence was cancelled. The software provides for
a maximum of 99 sequences, with a limit of 300 total events (total cue fire events and delay events) per
sequence. See section 6.1.3 Sequence Builder for details on sequence creation.

The system is designed to allow multiple sequences and manual firing to occur simultaneously.
In cases where the combined firing rate of all sequences and manual firing exceeds the limit of
the system (30 per second), priority is given first to manual fire, then to the order of the
sequences based on Sequence Number (Sequence 1 highest priority, Sequence 99 lowest).

The Protect Sequence Cues option, when selected, will prevent manual firing of cues from the Firing
Panel if they are used in a Sequence. This protects cues intended to be fired as part of a sequence from
accidentally being manually fired. This box can be unchecked at any time to remove this protection so
that sequence cues can be fired from the Cue Firing Panel.
The system allows navigation to other Tabs while the Touch Panel is
Armed. However, firing of any active sequences will be paused when
navigating away from the Touch Panel Tab. Any sequences that were
paused will resume once the Touch Panel is displayed again.
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6 Tools
The "Tools" tab provides several features that may be useful during show prep. The screenshot below
identifies these tools, and each is described in detail in the sections that follow.

Test Music
Panel

Module
Swap Panel

Sequence
Builder
Check
Pickle
Switch

Disable
Cue
Filters
Disable Cue
Selection
List
About APEX
Firing Software

6.1.1 Test Music
The "Test Music" can be used for a sound check prior to the start of a pyromusical. The start time can
be adjusted so that any portion of the soundtrack can be played as the sound test.
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6.1.2 Module Swap
The "Module Swap" tool allows for easily changing a scripted module for a backup module of a different
module number, and in some cases different module type. The common scenarios for use of this tool
would be replacement of a damaged module with a backup, or the quick correction of script which
utilizes the wrong module number for the actual available equipment.
Module swaps performed with this tool will be made throughout the entire script within the APEX
Software only. That is, the change will be reflected throughout the Continuity tab and throughout the
Cue Fire List on the "Fire Show" tab, but will not be reflected on the "Script Editor" window, and cannot
be saved to a .sho file.
To perform a module swap:
1. Module A: Select the scripted module that will be replaced from the auto-populated list.
2. Module B #: Enter the module number that will take the place of Module A.
3. Module B Type: Select the module type of the module that will take the place of Module A.
Note - the tool will enforce the following rules regarding module swaps:
 Module B must not be used in the .sho script
 An M32 module type cannot be swapped for an M144 or M156 module type, and vice versa
 If the scripted module (Module A) is an M156, and is being replaced by an M144 module, any Mslat cues that are scripted will be ignored since the M144 does not have an M-slat. Although not
ideal, this may be preferred over the loss of all cues scripted for the M156.
 Scripted module type of M144 can be replaced by an M156 module type (since M-slat would not
be scripted, there is no conflict)

The Module Swap tool can be used to change a module's type (according to the
module type rules detailed above) by simply entering the module number for
Module A as the value for Module B # and selecting the new type.
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6.1.3 Sequence Builder
The Sequence Builder button launches the Sequence Builder window. Sequences are used in the Touch
Panel. See section 5 Touch Panel - Manual Show Firing for a description of Sequences and their use.
The functions available for creating custom sequences within the Sequence Builder tool are shown in
the screenshot below, and described in the following sub-sections.
Save & Load
Buttons

Sequence
Edit Controls

Sequence
List

Delay
Creation

Available
Module List

Disconnected
Module Addition

Cue Grid with
Continuity and
Sequence Indication

Selected Sequence
Detail Pane

6.1.3.1 Sequence Selection
Clicking the sequence name from the list of sequences will display the details of that sequence
in the Sequence Detail Pane and allow editing of that Sequence.
6.1.3.2 Sequence Creation & Editing
In order to add cues to a firing sequence, the associated module must first be selected in the
Module List. The module list is populated from the most recent Continuity Test performed. See
section 4.4 Continuity for details on performing Continuity Test. If a module that you would like
to use for sequence building is not yet connected, it can be manually added with the
Disconnected Module Addition pane.
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Selecting the Module in the Module List will then display all cues (pins) for that module. The
meaning of the icons displayed are described below.

Used in a Sequence:
NO
Pin continuity: NO

Used in a Sequence:
NO
Pin continuity: YES

Used in a Sequence:
YES
Pin continuity: NO

Used in a Sequence:
YES
Pin continuity: YES

Clicking on a pin will add a new Fire Event at the end of the selected sequence in the Sequence
Detail pane for the cue associated with the clicked pin. For M144 and M156 modules, clicking
the slat letter will add all pins for that slat to the selected Sequence.
Delays can be added to the selected sequence by entering a delay time in the Delay Creation
pane and then clicking the Add Delay button. A Delay Event will be added at the end of the
selected sequence in the Sequence Detail pane. Checking the "Auto Add Delay" box will
automatically add the Delay Event after each Fire Event is added. To edit a delay time within a
sequence, first select the Delay Event, then click a 2nd time.
Individual events (Fire Events or Delay Events) within the selected sequence can be moved up or
down in the sequence, or deleted from the sequence, by first clicking the Event, then clicking
the associated button. Additionally, keyboard "up" and "down" arrow keys can be used to
quickly navigate the selected event, while the keyboard "Page Up" and "Page Down" keys will
move the selected Event up or down within the sequence. The Keyboard "Delete" key can be
used to delete the selected event from the sequence. Clicking the Clear button will clear the
entire sequence.
Events are color coded as follows:
 Grey - Fire Event for a pin with no continuity results, or which last continuity indicated
disconnected.
 Green - Fire Event for a pin which last continuity indicated connected
 Blue - Delay Event
The sequence names can be edited at the top of the Selected Sequence Detail Pane.
6.1.3.3 Description of Event Firing
When a sequence is fired, its fire events are processed in the order they appear in the Sequence
Detail Pane, starting from the top to the bottom. Subsequent Fire Events are fired by the
system one per frame apart (approximately one every 33ms, or 30 per second). This rapid
subsequent firing of Fire Events continues until a Delay Event is reached. Firing of that sequence
will be suspended for the duration of the delay. Once the delay is past, firing will resume in the
same manner until all Fire Events have been processed.
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6.1.3.4 Save & Load Buttons
Individual sequences that have been built can be saved by first selecting the sequence, then
clicking the "Save" button. This will save only the selected sequence. Clicking the "Save All"
button will save all sequences into a single file.
To open a sequence or sequences from a saved sequence file, first select a sequence, then click
the "Load" button. Select the sequence file that is to be loaded. If the save file contains a single
sequence, only the selected sequence will be overwritten. If the save file contains multiple
sequences, all current sequences will be overwritten.

6.1.4 Check Pickle Switch
In order for the system to fire the show, the pickle switch must be connected and must remain
connected throughout show firing. The "Check Pickle Switch" Button can be used to verify pickle switch
hardware is functioning as expected prior to Show Firing. Clicking the button will initiate a check of the
pickle switch hardware, and a message will be displayed to indicate whether it is connected or not.

6.1.5 Disable Cue
If a valid SHO file is loaded, individual or groups of cues can be disabled using the Disable Cue List. The
filter selections at the top of the list can be used to filter the displayed cues by Area, Caliber, Module,
Slat, Pin, or Effect Description. Once the filter criteria have been set to narrow the results as desired,
individual cues can be disabled by clicking the checkbox on the left side of the cue row. The Enable All
and Disable All buttons can be used to Enable or Disable all of the cues displayed in the result list.
Cues which have been disabled will be displayed as "DISABLED" in the Cue Fire List on the Fire Show tab
and will not be fired during Show Firing.
Disabled Cues are disabled only in the Fire Show - Automated Firing. They can still be
fired from the Touch Panel - Manual Firing screen.

6.1.6 About APEX Firing Software
Clicking the "About APEX Firing Software" link will display basic software release info, including software
version.
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